Analysis of cell structural and functional diversity by combination of micromanipulation and microfluorimetry.
Fluorescent molecules are widely used to study quantitative cell properties, such as density of different antigenic markers or membrane responses to various stimuli. In most cases, studies are done on bulk cell populations with a spectrofluorimeter or at the single cell level with a cytofluorograph. However, only microspectrofluorimetric techniques allow continuous recording of dynamic events undergone by individual cells. The aim of the present report was twofold: first, to describe a methodology easily accessible to cell biologists that allows simultaneous manipulation of single cells and measurements of their fluorescence properties; and second, through this methodology to study quantitative aspects of cell structure and function such as binding of a fluorescein-labeled lectin, transfer of fluorescent molecules between labeled and unlabeled cells brought in close contact, or fluorescence response of individual cells stimulated after being loaded with a potential-sensitive dye. We conclude that the understanding of many aspects of cell structure and behavior requires that individual cells be studied under dynamic conditions and for prolonged periods of time.